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**draw_heatmap**

**Description**

Draw network of enriched functional annotation pairs as a heatmap

**Usage**

```r
draw_heatmap(
  graph,
  adjMethod = NULL,
  xlab = "downstream",
  ylab = "upstream",
  colPal = NULL
)
```

**Arguments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>graph</td>
<td>The output of either the pafway or pafway_edge_weight functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjMethod</td>
<td>The method for correcting for multiple hypotheses. This can be any method that is acceptable to the p.adjust function in the stats package: &quot;holm&quot;, &quot;hochberg&quot;, &quot;hommel&quot;, &quot;bonferroni&quot;, &quot;BH&quot;, &quot;BY&quot;, &quot;fdr&quot; or &quot;none&quot;. If this is NULL, then no adjustment will be made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlab</td>
<td>The label for the x-axis of the heatmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ylab</td>
<td>The label for the y-axis of the heatmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colPal</td>
<td>The color palette of the heatmap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Value**

A matrix that has the same number of rows and columns as length(GOtypes). This will contain p-values.

**Examples**

```r
nodes=paste("node", c(1:300))
set.seed(123)
            "J", "K", "L", "M", "N")[sample(c(1:14), 300, replace=TRUE)]
names(randomGO)=nodes
edgesRandom=sapply(c(1:1000), function(i){
  nodes[sample(300, 2)]
})
getBinomPvalueRandom1=pafway(randomGO, t(edgesRandom), unique(randomGO))
draw_heatmap(getBinomPvalueRandom1)
colPal1=c(colorRampPalette(c("red3", "lightpink", "white", "white"))(20),
```
colorRampPalette(c("white", "white", "lightgreen", "darkgreen"))(20))
draw_heatmap(getBinomPvalueRandom1, adjMethod="bonferroni", xlab="Downstream", ylab="Upstream", colPal=colPal1)

draw_network

Draw network of enriched functional annotation pairs

Description

Draw network of enriched functional annotation pairs

Usage

draw_network(graph, pval = 0.05, adjMethod = NULL, seed = 123)

Arguments

graph The output of either the pafway or pafway_edge_weight functions
pval The threshold of p-value at which to draw an arrow
adjMethod The method for correcting for multiple hypotheses. This can be any method that is acceptable to the p.adjust function in the stats package: "holm", "hochberg", "hommel", "bonferroni", "BH", "BY", "fdr" or "none". If this is NULL, then no adjustment will be made.
seed The random seed that will be used.

Value

A matrix that has the same number of rows and columns as length(GOtypes). This will contain p-values.

Examples

a=matrix(c(0.1, 0.003, 0.005, 0.004, 0.5, 0.7, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003), nrow=3)
colnames(a)=c('A', 'B', 'C')
rownames(a)=c('A', 'B', 'C')
draw_network(a)
pafway

Find pairwise-associations between annotations in a network without edge weights.

Description

Find pairwise-associations between annotations in a network without edge weights.

Usage

pafway(GO, edges, GOtypes, exact = TRUE, adjustByEdgeCount = FALSE)

Arguments

- **GO**
  A vector of Strings, equal to the length of all the nodes. The names of the vector should be the names of the nodes. The values should either be the functional annotations, or a concatenation of the functional annotations, separated by a "_" symbol.

- **edges**
  A matrix of Strings, with at least two columns. Each row will represent an edge, linking the node in the first column to the node in the second column. Please make sure the node names are the same as those in "GO".

- **GOtypes**
  This is a vector that contains the functional annotations or GO terms that are of interest.

- **exact**
  A boolean. If it is true, it will look for an exact match between the term in GOtypes and the vector GO. Otherwise, it will look for substrings.

- **adjustByEdgeCount**
  A boolean. If true, then the probability of observing a functional annotation will be calculated in terms of the number of nodes, but if it is false, it is calculated in terms of the number of edges that contain that node.

Value

A matrix that has the same number of rows and columns as length(GOtypes). This will contain p-values.

Examples

```r
nodes=paste("node", c(1:10))
set.seed(123)
randomGO=c("A", "B", "C")[sample(c(1:3), 10, replace=TRUE)]
names(randomGO)=nodes
edgesRandom=sapply(c(1:100), function(i){
  nodes[sample(10, 2)]
})
pafway(randomGO, t(edgesRandom), unique(randomGO))
```
**pafway_edge_weights**

Find pairwise-associations between annotations in a network with edge weights.

**Description**

Find pairwise-associations between annotations in a network with edge weights.

**Usage**

```r
pafway_edge_weights(
  GO,
  edges,
  GOtypes,
  exact = TRUE,
  adjustByEdgeCount = FALSE,
  step = 0.001,
  thresholdZero = 1e-04
)
```

**Arguments**

- **GO**
  A vector of Strings, equal to the length of all the nodes. The names of the vector should be the names of the nodes. The values should either be the functional annotations, or a concatenation of the functional annotations, separated by a "_" symbol.

- **edges**
  A matrix of Strings, with at least three columns. Each row will represent an edge, linking the node in the first column to the node in the second column, and the third column will contain an edge weight. Please make sure the node names are the same as those in "GO".

- **GOtypes**
  This is a vector that contains the functional annotations or GO terms that are of interest.

- **exact**
  A boolean. If it is true, it will look for an exact match between the term in GOtypes and the vector GO. Otherwise, it will look for substrings.

- **adjustByEdgeCount**
  A boolean. If true, then the probability of observing a functional annotation will be calculated in terms of the number of nodes, but if it is false, it is calculated in terms of the number of edges that contain that node.

- **step**
  FFT is used to speed up the calculation. In the first step, a certain number of values are evenly sampled from the function, across its range. This value will determine the distance between sampled points.

- **thresholdZero**
  In order to decrease the space and time requirements, values in the probability distributions that are below a certain threshold are set to be exactly zero. This is the threshold.
Value

A matrix that has the same number of rows and columns as length(GOtypes). This will contain p-values.

Examples

```r
define nodes
    nodes=paste("node", c(1:10))
define randomGO
    set.seed(123)
    randomGO=c("A", "B", "C") [sample(c(1:3), 10, replace=TRUE)]
define names
    names(randomGO)=nodes
define edgesRandom
    edgesRandom=sapply(c(1:20), function(i){nodes[sample(10, 2)]})
define getBinomPvalueRandom1
    getBinomPvalueRandom1=pafway_edge_weights(randomGO, cbind(t(edgesRandom), rnorm(length(edgesRandom[1,]), 1, 0.001)), unique(randomGO))
```

Description

Compare the frequency of observed edges of a specific type and the expected frequency of these edges, given the presence of a different edge type.

Usage

```r
pafway_meta(GO, edges, GOtypes)
```

Arguments

- **GO**: A vector of Strings, equal to the length of all the nodes. The names of the vector should be the names of the nodes. The values should either be the functional annotations, or a concatenation of the functional annotations, separated by a "_" symbol.
- **edges**: A matrix of Strings, with at least two columns. Each row will represent an edge, linking the node in the first column to the node in the second column. Please make sure the node names are the same as those in "GO".
- **GOtypes**: This is a vector that contains the functional annotations or GO terms that are of interest.

Value

A matrix that has the same number of rows and columns as length(GOtypes)*length(GOtypes). The value at position [i,j] will contain ratio between the observed and expected frequency of edges of type i, based on the frequency of edges of type j.
Examples

```r
GO <- c(rep('A', 5), rep('A', 5), rep('C', 5), rep('B', 5), rep('B', 5), rep('D', 5))
names(GO) <- paste('node', 1:length(GO))
edges <- cbind(names(GO)[1:(length(GO)/2)], names(GO)[(length(GO)/2+1):length(GO)])
GOtypes <- c('A', 'B', 'C', 'D')
pafway_meta(GO, edges, GOtypes)
```
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